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Background and Rationale
Given the rapid pace of technological advances, the wide variety of diagnostic and therapeutic possibilities, and the continual changing evidence, the modern physician is faced with a huge amount of information that needs to be assimilated in order to make wise diagnostic and therapeutic decisions. The information overload can form an insurmountable obstacle to the individual physician. Referral guidelines can guide the physician in making smart choices and can streamline clinical practice. This is particularly true for decisions regarding imaging procedures.

Nevertheless, physicians are reluctant to use guidelines. Changing physician behaviour is notoriously difficult. Is it because they cherish their autonomy? Are they set in their ways? Is it financial incentives? Are the guidelines unavailable at the point-of-care? Or do they feel that a one-size-fits-all guideline simply does not fit their unique patient?
State-of-the-art
A systematic review of interventions to improve outpatient referrals from primary care to secondary care [1] demonstrated the paucity of rigorous evaluations in the field. Seventeen studies involving 23 separate comparisons were included in the review. Nine studies (14 comparisons) evaluated professional educational interventions. Interventions that were ineffective included:

- passive dissemination of local referral guidelines
- feedback of referral rates
- discussion with independent medical adviser

Generally effective interventions included:
- dissemination of guidelines with structured referral sheets
- involvement of consultants (secondary care specialists) in educational activities

Promising interventions were:
- organizational interventions (examples: patient management by family physicians instead of internists, physiotherapist incorporated in general practice, a new slot system for referrals requiring a ‘in-house’ second opinion prior to referral)
- financial incentives (example: mixed capitation and fee-for-service system with an element of risk sharing for secondary care services)

Shortcomings
Guidelines are commonly:
- inconsistent and complex
- not integrated with other diagnostic procedures
- time-consuming to produce
- costly
- difficult to implement
- not available at the point of care
- not personalized / not patient tailored
- not setting specific
- quickly outdated

Innovations
Clinical decision support Solutions
Osheroff (2006) [2], defines it as “Clinical decision support (CDS) systems provide clinicians, staff, patients, and other individuals with knowledge and person specific information, intelligently filtered and presented at appropriate times, to enhance health and health care.” Knowledge-based CDS systems consist of:
- a knowledge base
- an inference engine
- a communication tool

Non-Knowledge-based CDS systems include:
- artificial intelligence
• machine learning
• artificial networks

Radiology order entry with decision support: initial clinical experience [3,4,5]
• “Computerized order entry with decision support can be widely accepted by clinicians and can have an impact on ordering practices.” (MGH Experience)
• Radiology order entry handles 90% of all pre-scheduled outpatient exams
• 95% of primary care physicians either use radiology order entry directly or have their clinical staff do it for them
• 80% of general Internal Medicine orders come directly from physicians
• ER CT pulmonary angiography utilization decreased by 20% whereas the yield increased from 6% to 10%.

Prediction rules
• Clinical prediction rules (prior to performing an imaging test) estimate the probability of disease conditional on clinical parameters and can thus be useful in justifying the need for an imaging procedure
• Diagnostic prediction rules (after the imaging test has been performed) estimate the probability of disease conditional on clinical parameters combined with the imaging findings and can thus be useful in guiding treatment choices based on the integrated information from all diagnostic procedures

Vision
A clinical decision support system to optimize the use of imaging would have to fulfil the following criteria:
• online clinical decision support system
• available at the point-of-care
• integrated in radiology order entry system and hospital information system
• integrated with other diagnostic procedures and diagnostic information
• linked to electronic patient record
• provides evidence-based information
• includes individual patient-tailored decision support
• both pre-test and post-test decision support
• Web 2.0 / wiki-type environment to get input from multiple stakeholders
• setting specific
• continually and dynamically updated
• adaptive Bayesian design
• self-learning
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The role of radiologists and nuclear physicians in the authorship of systematic reviews on diagnostic and interventional imaging. Summary of a report of the EuroAIM working group

The relative delay of evidence-based medicine application to diagnostic and interventional imaging and the anecdotic finding of secondary studies on typical radiological procedures written by groups of “experts” not including radiologists or nuclear physician (imaging specialists) raised the idea to systematically investigate about the authorship of secondary imaging studies. This was carried out by a working group of the European Network for Assessment of Imaging in Medicine (EuroAIM) initiative.

We searched for systematic reviews (SRs) regarding diagnostic and interventional procedures, published in 2001-2010. Selection was initially based on Title/Abstract; only eligible SRs were fully assessed. SRs concerning procedures mainly performed by non-imaging specialists were excluded. Each SR was attributed to one of 11 subspecialties and one of 15 study categories.

Of 3,258 retrieved citations, 875 SRs entered analysis. A nearly-linear increase in the annual number of overall SRs was observed, from 26 in 2001 to 169 in 2010. A similar trend was observed for the SRs with at least one imaging specialists as an author, from 9 to 61, respectively. As a consequence, the rate of SRs with at least one imaging specialist as an author significantly (but more slowly) increased during the decade, reaching a peak of 44% in 2008; unfortunately, this trend declined in the last two years to 36%.
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The role of radiologists and nuclear physicians in the authorship of systematic reviews on diagnostic and interventional imaging. Summary of a report of the EuroAIM working group

We searched for systematic reviews (SRs) regarding diagnostic and interventional procedures, published in 2001-2010. Selection was initially based on Title/Abstract; only eligible SRs were fully assessed. SRs concerning procedures mainly performed by non-imaging specialists were excluded. Each SR was attributed to one of 11 subspecialties and one of 15 study categories.

Of 3,258 retrieved citations, 875 SRs entered analysis. A nearly-linear increase in the annual number of overall SRs was observed, from 26 in 2001 to 169 in 2010. A similar trend was observed for the SRs with at least one imaging specialists as an author, from 9 to 61, respectively. As a consequence, the rate of SRs with at least one imaging specialist as an author significantly (but more slowly) increased during the decade, reaching a peak of 44% in 2008; unfortunately, this trend declined in the last two years to 36%.
Neuroimaging was the most represented subspecialty (28%), followed by Gastrointestinal/Abdominal (12%). Diagnostic performance was the most represented category (41%), followed by Neurological Morphometry/Function (14%). Publication rate in imaging journals was 26%, from 6% (Pediatric) to 45% (General Oncology) and from 6% (Diagnostic Performance of a Non-imaging Test) to 75% (Technical Performance of an Imaging Test).

On average during the decade, only 20% of these secondary studies have an imaging specialist as first author, 19% as last author, 38% as an author in whatever position. Thus, there is an under-representation of imaging specialists in the authorship of SRs regarding imaging. This low proportion is alarming if we consider that imaging procedures mainly performed by non-imaging specialists were excluded from analysis. For a quick comparison, consider that the evaluation of first author’s affiliation for 100 consecutive SRs published in 2010 attributable to a medical specialty of primary interest resulted in 85 SRs clearly authored by clinical experts of the investigated field (PubMed, accessed on September 3, 2012), while the rate of imaging specialists who authored in whatever position SRs on imaging in same year was only 36%

The balance between radiologists and nuclear physicians in the authorship resulted 138/39 (3.5:1) for the first position and 130/32 for the last position (4.1:1). Thus, radiologists overall contributed for about 80% of relevant positions of imaging specialists in authorship. Obviously, nuclear physicians contributed for 57% of relevant positions in authorship for General Oncology, as expected considering the relevance of radionuclide imaging in this field. Moreover, this almost balanced situation happens in the subspecialty with the far highest percentage of SRs with at least an imaging specialist in the authorship (88%).

The median journal impact factor of SRs published in 2009-2010 with at least one imaging specialist in the authorship (3.207) was lower than that of SRs without (4.327).

In conclusion, only 38% of SRs on imaging published from 2001 to 2010 has at least one radiologist or nuclear physician as an author. Imaging specialists are under-represented in the authorship of secondary evidence for procedures they daily perform and discuss with patients, referring physicians, healthcare providers, and decision makers. Policies to counteract this trend should be adopted.

Suggested reading
Despite the significant effort and rigour involved in the production of referral guidelines in the UK there is still a significant challenge to ensure their effective usage. Although justification of a request by a radiologist has the potential for intervention after the referral has been made, the aim must be to influence decision-making by the referrer at the time of referral. A number of actions may facilitate this:

1. **Ease of access at the point of referral**
   For example, the RCR has developed an App version of its guidance which is now available for smart phones and tablets. This could be further improved by being able to customise guidelines by user profile so that only the guidelines relevant to an individual practice are stored in active mode.

2. **Decision support software**
   As electronic requesting becomes the norm, there is an opportunity to embed the guidelines into these software programmes, prompting the referrer to make the right decision. This will only work if it does not impede the ease of referral.

3. **Education and training**
   Although there may be a role for education and training for the current and next generation of referrers, this in itself is unlikely to be a solution. Current Guideline documents contain hundreds of individual guidelines and although these will not all be relevant, it will require on-going re-enforcement. However more knowledge of this in the undergraduate curriculum should be pursued.

4. **Incentives or Sanctions**
   In the current model of healthcare delivery in the UK there are opportunities to reimburse primary care doctors (general practitioners) for delivering certain aspects of quality care such as checking blood pressure and cholesterol screening. It is possible that this type of approach could be extended to correct use of imaging for certain conditions.

The reimbursement in England for healthcare is based on a system termed Payment by Results. The concept is that providers get paid for certain interventions, tests, or episodes of care. It may be possible to agree on withholding payment for certain diagnostic test that fall outside accepted guidance. However, the ‘policing’ of such a system could be difficult to implement across the whole of the guidelines.
5. Benchmarked information feedback
Referrers may be challenged to improve their referral patterns if accurate and timely feedback of their practice could be provided to them with indications of which guidelines may be relevant to their particular referral pattern.

It is unlikely that any one of these potential interventions will provide the solution in isolation. It would be important to test their potential benefit on a small scale where applicable to gain more information as to their potential benefit.
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There is evidence from our own studies and those of others that ‘stand-alone’ guidelines have limited utility in altering requesting behaviour among referring clinicians. Therefore, we are developing and evaluating an electronic request/decision support tool which integrates the academic content of DIP into the requesting process for diagnostic imaging so that imaging recommendations are a seamless part of the clinicians’ work flow.

The application’s opening electronic page shows the icons for the various organ systems. If, say neurological, is chosen the sub menu is displayed indicating the various neurological clinical scenarios. ‘Suspected stroke’ will be used to demonstrate the application.

Each scenario uses a flow chart or algorithmic format based on the content of the Western Australian “Diagnostic Imaging Pathways” (DIP) website.

Each page has a drop down legend - showing the meaning of the abbreviations used in the flow chart, such as ‘i’ for general information ‘ri’ for radiology information and ‘ci’ for clinical information. Clicking on these icons either results in a succinct “pop-up” take-home
message or a link to more detailed information in DIP and the full functionality of the DIP website, including referenced narrative text, teaching points, the full DIP pathways, etc. The legend also indicates the meaning of the ionizing radiology icons used in the pop-up messages in terms of relative dose from ‘none’ to ‘high.’

So, for example, returning to the stroke flowchart, there is some pop up clinical information indicating the role of imaging in this condition. Green boxes in the flow chart indicate the recommended imaging - in this case an urgent head CT scan. The user has the option of accepting or overriding the recommendations. If the recommendation is accepted, clicking the tick icon allows the user to request just that test or to add other tests. Perhaps in the case of suspected stroke a chest x-ray would be appropriate. Clicking ‘request test’ takes the user to the imaging service request form.

In a real-life situation the application would be linked to the Hospital Information System and Radiology Information System so all of the demographics and other information for that patient would be pre-populated on the form. However a patient can be selected manually from a drop-down work-list. Similarly, the radiology provider to which the request is directed can be automatically or manually entered.

The “clinical information” section of the request form has been populated with details that have been recorded by documenting the previous mouse clicks and how the point of request has been achieved. The referrer can sign the form electronically and, when ready, send the request electronically by internal or external secure messaging to the imaging provider. Obviously, the form that arrives at the other end can be customised by the practice. Some fields can be made mandatory, for example the “is the patient pregnant?” field.

Returning to the flow chart, the next step depends on the result of the initial CT Scan. Further imaging may be required contingent on the CT result and clinical situation.

Returning to the original scenario and considering that the referring doctor may believe that for his patient a MRI scan is more appropriate than a CT scan as the initial test and wishes to override the recommendation for CT. By clicking on ‘override’ the user is prompted to enter a justification for the override, which appears on the imaging request form. The user must then complete their choice of modality manually.

The imaging provider can customise the application so that some overrides can be allowed through, without consultation with an imaging specialist, while others may require consultation prior to acceptance. Of course, the application lends itself to extensive auditing of referrals, and in particular, the frequency and reasons for overriding of recommendations by individual clinicians.

Other examples of clinical scenarios use check boxes to determine whether imaging is required. For example, for ankle injury (accessed from the musculoskeletal trauma menu), initially the user is prompted to choose which side of the body has been injured and then is aided in applying the Ottawa ankle rule. Checking for example the ‘inability to weight bear’ leads to the process of requesting a plain ankle x-ray series. From then on this leads to a similar process we have already seen with CT in stroke. However if no parameters exist for indicating an x-ray, the user is informed of this, but has the option to override, but is required to provide justification for doing so.
In summary, the application is a potentially powerful audit tool. Of course, not all requests require decision support, for example a request for clavicle x-ray goes straight to the request form after the side of injury is selected.
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The Canadian Association of Radiologists (CAR) referral guidelines were published in both English and French versions in booklet form in 2005. The guidelines were also made available on the Internet through password protected websites including the CAR website, the CMA Infobase and the website of the College of Family Physicians. A PDF version was also made available on CD. The guidelines were quite widely circulated and the first English printing of one thousand copies was sold out and a second printing had to be made.

However, the CAR also recognized that making guidelines available in all these formats did not guarantee their utilization. Believing that integrating the guidelines into the physician’s workflow would be the best method of ensuring their uptake and utilization, a software company, Medicalis, based in Waterloo, Ontario, was approached. They had developed a computerized order entry (CPOE) system for diagnostic imaging and they were willing to incorporate the CAR guidelines into that CPOE. Two projects were undertaken to assess the effectiveness of incorporating the CAR guidelines into a CPOE. The initial project was carried out at the Children’s Hospital in Winnipeg between October 2006 and August 2007. Seventy-seven pediatricians and twenty-seven pediatric residents and Fellows participated in that project. Almost nine thousand orders were placed using the software (Table) and of these approximately 11% were considered inappropriate according the CAR referral guidelines. However, the advice to change the order was only accepted in 2% of cases. The second project was carried out with a group of family practitioners at the Steinbach Family Medical Centre between November 2008 and February 2009. This was a smaller project with only nine hundred orders being placed using the software (Table). A similar percentage of orders (14%) were considered inappropriate according to the CAR referral guidelines, but in this case the advice to change the order was accepted in 25% of cases.

**Table:** Results of studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Total orders</th>
<th>Inappropriate orders</th>
<th>Advice accepted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Hospital</td>
<td>8757</td>
<td>957 (10.9%)</td>
<td>19 (1.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinbach</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>123 (13.6%)</td>
<td>31 (25.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A third project was undertaken at the Children’s Hospital in Winnipeg between February 2010 and July 2012 to try to use several interventions to improve physicians’ ordering patterns. The original Medicalis software had been used on a regular basis at the Children’s Hospital up until the beginning of this new project. Unfortunately, however, Medicalis had changed their software in the interval and for various reasons the new software had to be implemented in order to carry out the new project. This new software had been designed without consultation with users at the Children’s Hospital and it turned out to be very different from the software that they were used to using. It was also found to be less user friendly and slower to use. Numerous problems were encountered in attempting to improve the software from the users’ point of view, to integrate it into the Radiology Information Management System at Children’s Hospital and to improve its speed. Because of the rather limited funding and other priorities for both Medicalis and the IT Department at the Children’s Hospital all these problems were never completely solved during the lifetime of the project. As a result the interventions could not be tested and assessed.

The CAR believes that a number of lessons have been learned from the various projects that the organization has undertaken to assess the value of incorporating referral guidelines into a CPOE for diagnostic imaging. These lessons include:

- Any software program incorporating decision support into a CPOE has to be simple, fast, and transparently integrated into existing electronic systems.
- Any project designed to introduce CPOE with decision support must have the resources to allow adequate time for the project and to provide adequate IT support for the project.
- These projects cannot be simply implemented by administration. They require leadership by physicians respected in the community.
- Initially the software should be tested with a group of interested physicians who have IT expertise and can provide constructive advice about any deficiencies in the software.
- Because decision support does to some extent interfere with physicians’ workflow, only a limited number of important referral guidelines should be integrated into the software. The decision about which guidelines should be used should be made in consultation with both referring physicians and radiologists on site.

The CAR is committed to continuing to improve and update their referral guidelines, to encourage their use as widely as possible in the physician community in Canada and to study the best methods of incorporating referral guidelines into CPOE’s and to assess the effectiveness of this approach to implementing referral guidelines.
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**Challenges to the use of imaging in the US**

- Inappropriate use, for many reasons
• Attempts at external controls add cost, delay-
  o Radiology Benefit Managers,
  o Insurance company hurdles and constraints
• Guidelines in format usable in Electronic medical records, EMRs are sparse, poor and/or hard to use.

Challenges to the ACR Appropriateness Criteria
• Usability of guidelines: format, scope
• Availability in electronic format
• Buy-in: Users individually,
  o Health-care organizations,
  o EMR vendors,
  o Other medical societies
• Process for revision, addition, validation

Current ACR Effort: Creation of a useable imaging clinical imaging decision support tool
• ACR Select-collaboration with National Decision Support Company, NDSC
• Content is ACR Appropriateness criteria, supplemented as needed
• Content as a fixed data-base will be sold by NDSC
• Content owned by ACR. Cannot be altered by users

Aim of ACR Select
• Serve as on-line CDS tool, to improve the appropriate use of imaging-decrease inappropriate exams, decrease unnecessary radiation exposure
• Through feedback from users, continual improvement of the coverage, usability and validity of the ACR AC
• Through analysis of use by individuals, groups and healthcare organizations, collect and analyze data on utilization and utility of imaging
• Eliminate unnecessary hurdles

ACR Select
• Sold to vendors of CPOE/ EMR systems
• Sold directly or secondarily to health care organizations or Decision Support System, DSS creators
• Key considerations are:
  o methodological soundness,
  o ongoing feedback with users and vendors,
  o sound, web-based IT format